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About BC Garn

BC Garn is a family business founded in 1972 and based in Kolding, Denmark. BC Garn is a
wholesaler with a large assortment of classic yarns of natural materials. They are known for
their luxurious yarn and have the largest selection of silk threads in Northern Europe. BC Garn
stands for exclusive and beautiful yarns for a reasonable price.

patterns, yarn and necessities for curious knitters

Hand knitting, machine knitting and weaving
BC Garn performs extensive color palettes for all their yarns so customers have a wide choice
of beautiful colors. A large part of the yarn qualities of BC Garn are suitable for hand-knitting.
It is also possible in some qualities to order cones for machine knitting and weaving.
The collection of BC Garn contains yarns of cashmere, angora, alpaca, baby alpaca, mohair,
mulberry silk, merino wool, shetland wool and more. BC Garn also has a wonderful collection
of ecologically certified yarns, both wool and cotton.
BC Garn en Recht en Averecht
At this time we offer the ecological certified yarns of BC Garn.
These yarns bear the GOTS certification. GOTS aims to ensure organic status of textiles and
focuses on the entire production, from cultivation of crops or livestock, to the various operations (such as spinning, weaving, washing and dyeing) and clothing. Besides the biological
origin, GOTS label also guarantees the maintenance of social criteria. As a result, child labor
or forced labor, discrimination, unsafe or unhealthy working conditions excluded. Decent
wages and normal working days are guaranteed. These are matters in the textile industry
which unfortunately are not yet generally applicable.
A number of former certifications are so to speak merged into GOTS: for example EKO, ICEA,
Ecocert and the “ordinary” IVN certificate.
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